How we’ve helped our clients

Providing the full digital
testing service you need to
help ensure the success of
your business applications

Trust us to help you truly
transform your business

Helping to ensure a major merger runs smoothly

At BearingPoint, you can trust us to help you tackle your critical business issues
quickly and effectively.

We took the lead in test management for a major merger in the German financial
services market, between Commerzbank and Dresdner Bank. This involved handling
the testing for merging over 3,000 applications, involving over 2,000 testers and
40,000 test cases. This ongoing project is helping our client ensure continued delivery
of service to millions of bank customers.

Client-focused, independent and expert – we have our own distinctive brand of
adaptive intelligence. We combine strategic understanding with practical knowhow, and first-hand experience across functions and sectors with real understanding
of technology. Working side by side with you, we’ll help you make the most of your
specific challenges and opportunities. Moreover, by drawing on our range of smart,
flexible proprietary tools, we’ll deliver deeper insights and more valuable solutions
so you can transform your business for the better.

Providing agile testing for an integrated business
change initiative
We are helping Spencer Stuart to undertake Quest – an integrated business change
initiative combining people, processes and technology. The aim of Quest is to build
technology and processes to enable the company to access real-time tracking and
share a wide range of internal and external information globally. Using the state
of the art scrum-testing methodology, we are providing agile test management
for Quest. Our agile approach includes three layers – unit tests, integration tests,
and UI automation tests – to increase the speed and success of the development.

Digital Testing
A BearingPoint Accelerator

Find out more about
how we can help
We’re confident we can provide the digital testing you need to transform the way
you make sure your software development is a success. To find out more about
how we can help with this or any other issues that really matter to your business,
please contact us.

Working as a testing partner for over a decade
For more than ten years now, we have been providing a managed testing service for
a major European telecommunications provider, KPN. Over 80% of the citizens of
the Netherlands use the KPN One2Deliver service and we ensure the software quality
and test all the associated applications. So far, we have tested over 29 releases of
the software for the service.
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Based on our great experience and resources, we can
provide exactly the right managed end-to-end digital
testing solution you need.

Focusing on you
We fit our comprehensive end-to-end testing service around you. Focusing on your
situation and requirements, we will work with you to adapt our services to deliver
exactly the support you need.
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From innovative
testing such as
agile testing,
mobile testing
and crowd testing
to traditional
step-by-step
waterfall testing,
for one critical
application or for
an ongoing
managed test
service to support
a customer
solution spanning
years.

No matter which products or services you are
offering, or what sector you are in, no matter where
you or your customers are in the world, if you are
developing critical software applications, testing
is mandatory. You have to ensure that all your
applications work in the right way, covering the
operational risks for your business and the
substantial investment costs. It is therefore
essential you test the software thoroughly and
rigorously so that you can be confident it will work
well and, in turn, enhance rather than damage
your business. How do you secure the right level
of quality testing, with an approach that truly fits
in with your business while also enabling you to
control costs? We can help.
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What makes our solution
such a game changer
Our extensive experience
We have extensive experience of digital testing built up over many years.
Our experience ranges across industries including financial services, the public
sector and commercial sectors and includes every stage of digital testing.

ADVANTAGES

The benefits for you
Trust us to deliver the testing solution you need
With our flexible full service, you can be sure we will deliver exactly the testing
service you need – taking care of everything for you from start to finish. This in
turn will help you free up internal resources for other core activities.

An end-to-end solution
Uniquely, we can provide an end-to-end managed solution for digital testing,
drawing on a full range of approaches and services.

Rely on our high quality testing

Our solution includes traditional approaches such as in-house testing,
waterfall testing and system integration testing. Critically, it also includes
innovative approaches such as crowd testing, agile testing and mobile
testing including testing of loosely coupled service-oriented architectures.

From our initial testing consultancy through to the work of our Test Factory in
Romania, we provide a rigorous high quality service at every stage, so you can
be sure that the software you are investing in has been thoroughly put through
its paces before launch. Throughout, you will be working with highly experienced
professionals using standardized best practice tools and methodologies.

Our full set of testing services ranges from test management consulting
through managed test services to test factory services via our dedicated
near-shore Test Factory in Romania.

$ Control and save costs

In short, from the approach we take to the services we deliver, we can
provide exactly the testing solution you need – end-to-end.

At a time when the costs of digital testing are getting higher and higher, we can
help you control and save overall costs through our managed end-to-end service.

Valuable new insights and understanding

Speed up the testing process

Using innovative approaches we ensure we deliver deep and valuable analysis
to our clients on their products and customers. With crowd testing for example,
you are able to test both the functionality and usability of your mobile
applications with thousands of people – finding out whether they like it and
what they like about it.
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We will also do everything we can to speed up the testing process – enabling you
to get high quality testing not only more cost-effectively but also more quickly.
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